Munich Re Specialty Insurance

Surety solutions
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for contract
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surety bonds
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Why choose MRSI Surety?
− Broad risk appetite: Licensed in all 50 states and
Puerto Rico, we offer Contract and Commercial bonds to
meet the requirements of clients, large and small, in all
market segments.
− Expert underwriting: Our experienced underwriters are
empowered to be nimble in the market while they
execute our underwriting strategy. This results in faster,
better decisions for our broker partners, enabling them
to better serve their clients.

Munich Re Specialty Insurance (MRSI) provides contract and
commercial surety bonds for a broad range of customers in all 50
U.S. states and Puerto Rico. Offered through our broker partners,
our surety solutions are underwritten by specialized, responsive
experts and backed by the financial strength and stability of
Munich Re. Our team is dedicated to providing your clients with
peace of mind as they continue to grow their businesses.
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− Trusted and stable partner: As part of Munich Re,
which was established over 140 years ago, we have a
combined U.S. Treasury listing of USD 429 million.
− Excellent financial strength rating: Our surety bonds
are underwritten by MRSI’s carrier, which is rated A+, XV
(Superior) by A.M. Best Company.
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We offer:
− Contract bonds for all construction markets from small/emerging
contractors to large accounts.
− Commercial bonds for commercial surety, from small commercial
bonds to large commercial accounts
− Single bonds up to $100m*
− Aggregate programs up to $250m*
* Larger on a case-by-case basis

Types of surety bonds
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Contract

Commercial

− Bid bonds
− Performance bonds
− Payment bonds
− Maintenance bonds

− License and Permit bonds
− Court/Fiduciary bonds
− Public Official bonds
− Miscellaneous bonds
− Subdivision bonds
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Want to know more?
Get in touch with MRSI Surety Bond Solutions
David Pesce, CCIFP
Head of Surety
Tel.: (332) 209-2342
dpesce@munichre.com

Rely on Munich Re Specialty Insurance’s expertise, capacity,
and capital to provide you and your clients with the surety bond
solutions needed today and tomorrow. Munich Re Specialty
Insurance has your back!
→ Visit munichre.com/mrsibroker

Munich Re Specialty Insurance (MRSI) is a description for the insurance business operations of affiliated companies in the Munich Re Group that
share a common directive to offer and deliver specialty property and casualty insurance products and services in North America.
For more information on MRSI, including licensing, regulatory-required, and other information on the operating companies, please click here.
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